Vulnerable Person Profile- for people living with dementia
Fill in these sections and keep it in a safe place, where it can easily be located if the person it
refers to goes missing. You may want to make several copies, which can be kept safe by
neighbours or relatives.
The checklists below are indicative – do not worry if you do not have or cannot get all of
the information it asks for- some of it will not apply to everyone.
Personal details:
Name of person living with dementia

Date of birth

Previous last names

What do they like to be called

Home Address

Telephone number

Physical Description
Height

Build / Weight

Skin Colour

Hair Colour / Style

Distinguishing Features

Missing This Time
Date

Details

Where were they found

Did they know they were lost
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Were they upset to be lost

How far had they wandered

Is there anything the person has been focussing
on, dwelling on or particularly wanting to talk
about of late.

Missing Before
Have they gone missing before

If so when

Where were they found

Did they know they were lost

Were they upset to be lost

How far had they wandered

If no Carer Tick Here

Details of Carer / Emergency Contact
Name
Primary

Address

Contact Number

Relationship

Are they known to any other agencies? For example Adult Social Care
If so which

Medical Information
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Current dementia diagnosis

Any other medical conditions

What medications are they on
Consequences if not taken on time

Any speech / hearing / visual problems

How far can they walk

Do they use a stick or other walking aid

Who is their GP

GP address and telephone number

Do they have a regular Hospital or GP
appointment

Have they been depressed or upset recently

Transport
Do they have a bus pass
Where is it kept

Where is the nearest bus stop / station / taxi
service

Can they drive a car

Do they have access to a car
Yes – car details

Can they ride a bike
Do they have one

Do they have a mobility scooter

Activities / Habits
Do they attend any clubs / groups / societies
If so which and where and what days and times

Any outdoor activities
Fishing / allotment /bowling
Where
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Where do they shop

Do they attend a religious service

Do they go to cinema / library / pub

Who are their friends

Are they friends with neighbours

Do they have a regular appointment with hair
dresser/ barber / chiropodist/ etc

Do they undertake any activity at a set time each
day or week

Are any local people likely to recognise them

Safety
Do they have a personal alarm / tracking device

Any other safety devices

Do they carry a mobile telephone if going out

Do they have ID on them if they go out

Do they take their door keys if they go out

How much money do they usually have with
them

Do they have a credit or bank card

History
How long in present home
Where have they lived before

Where did they work
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Personal
Is there anything they usually take with them
when they go out

Is there anything they habitually wear when they
go out

Do they have any phobias
(Water, heights, animals)

What are their interests

Please place photo here with date taken:
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